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HACKERS can hijack your smart speakers, unlock your doors and run up gas and electric bills at your home using laser pointers. The terrifying
attack uses a laser Laser Gates hack control the speaker — like an Amazon Echo or Google home — instead of words. By changing a laser's
intensity to a certain frequency, researchers were able to Laser Gates hack the speaker into thinking it was hearing sound. Laser Gates hack laser
would be pointed at the speaker's microphone, and interpret it as an audio command. Hackers could annoy you by playing loud music at night, or
making phoney purchases on your account. The only requirement for the 'LightCommands' hack is a reasonably sophisticated laser set up, and
direct line of sight to the speaker. But this could easily Laser Gates hack achieved for reasonably low cost, with lasers aimed through a clear
window. All of the necessary gear can cost well under £, making the attack worryingly simple to put together. If you've never heard of Alexa,
here's what you need to know But that won't always work: scientists were also able to execute the hack using invisible lasers. In Laser Gates hack
statement given to The Sun, an Amazon spokesperson said: "Customer trust is our top priority and we take customer security and the security of
our products seriously. In other news, check out our guide to the best Alexa tips and tricks. Amazon recently launched an Alexa ring and glasses,
and even a smart oven. We Laser Gates hack why is Alexa flashing green, yellow or red. And Amazon's smart speakers are being commandeered
by randy users as part of their kinky sex games. We Laser Gates hack for your stories! Email us at tech the-sun. Sign in. All Football. What is
Alexa? Alexa is an "intelligent" personal assistant built by Amazon. You can find her on several Laser Gates hack devices, including Amazon's
Echo speakers. Alexa responds to voice commands, and can talk back to you. She can perform thousands of different tasks, including telling you
about the news or weather. But she can do more complex things too, like ordering a pizza or arranging an Uber taxi pick-up. To activate Alexa,
you need to say "Alexa" to an Amazon Echo speaker. Alexa currently only works in English and German languages. Because she's powered by
artificial intelligence, Alexa is constantly getting smarter. Alexa will also get more used to your voice, and better understand what you want her to
do over time. Comments are subject to our community guidelines, which can be viewed here.
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